
In the last issue of FOSATU 
Worker News we looked at 
the rise and fall of the Trades 
a n d L a b o u r C o u n c i l . A l 
though some African workers 
were organised into parallel 
unions by some of the indus
trial unions in the Trades and 
Labour Council, little effort 
was made to organise Afr i 
can workers as a whole. This 
t a s k w a s l e f t t o t h e 
unregistered African unions 
which joined together to form 
the Council of Non-European 
Trade Unions (CNETU). This 
article looks at the rise and 
fall of CNETU in the 1940's 
and the early 1950's 

PART FOURTEEN: 

The making of the 

The coal yards: Scene of a nuccesfut strike in June 1940 

The Council of Non-European Trade Unions was 
formed in November 1941. Its membership at 
that time was 37 000, divided into 25 affiliated 

unions. By 1945, it had grown to 158 000 members 
and 119 unions, half of which were based in the 
Transvaal. Jus t four years later the power of 
CNETU was broken. Sixty-nine of its affiliates had 
collapsed, and it had been weakened by internal 
splits. In 1955 when the remaining CNETU unions 
joined SACTU only 12 000 members remained. How 
did CNETU come to be the largest federation of 
black industrial workers to grow up in South Africa 
before the 1980's? What caused its rapid decline? To 
answer these questions we have to look back at the 
middle of the 1930V 

CNETU was formed out of two groups of unions 
which had grown up in the middle of the 1930's. 
The first, the Joint Committee of African Trade 
Unions, was led by Max Gordon, secretary of the 
Laundry Workers Union. The second, the Co
ordinating Committee of African Trade Unions, was 
led by Gana Makabeni, an old ICU leader who later 
became secretary of the African Clothing Workers 
Union. 

Both groups concentrated their energies on the 
Witwatersrand. Here industry was beginning to ex
pand rapidly after the great recession of the early 
1930's. The number of African workers working in 
industry in the Transvaal grew from 36 153 in 1932 
to 80 722 in 1936. Wages were extremely low and 
working conditions were bad. Workers, obviously, 
needed trade unions to protect them. However, the 
new unions faced serious problems. Workers were 

slow to join because of the failures of the ICU and of 
the Communist Party linked unions in the late 
1920fs and early 1930's. Strikes were also heavily 
repressed. In 1938, for example, Max Gordon's 
Laundry Workers Union was almost broken when 
13 of its leaders were arrested after a strike. The 
leaders of the new unions therefore started cau
tiously. The wages of some African workers were 
fixed by industrial council agreements and wage de
terminations. Many employers broke the law and 
paid lower wage rates. The new unions, therefore, 
started to take up these cases with the department 
of Labour, which then forced employers to pay back 
the money they had withheld. 

After 1937 the new unions also used the Wage 
Board, a government committee, to demand new 
wage determinations for African workers and in 
this way won many wage increases. Their biggest 
success came in 1939 when thousands of workers in 
the distributive trade (working in warehouses and 
shops) gained a big wage increase in this way. 
Thousands of distributive workers met at Wemmer 
Sports Ground to celebrate the victory when it was 
announced. 

As a result of these gains, the unions grew in size. 
By 1939 Gordon's group had seven unions and 
16 000 members. Makabenfs group had ten unions 
and 4 000 members. The Second World War, which 
broke out in 1939 and lasted till 1945, pushed 
unionisation forward even faster. Industry began to 
produce metal goods, tyres, clothing and many oth
er things for the armies fighting in Europe, North 
Africa and Asia. Old factories expanded. New fac

tories sprang up. Thousands of blacks flooded into 
the towns to find work. At the same time inflation 
increased. Prices rose by 50 percent between 1939 
and 1942. Workers became increasingly disatisfied 
and a strike wave swept through South African in
dustry. In 1941 at least 37 strikes broke out. In the 
first half of 1942 30 more were recorded, and this 
continued for the rest of the year. 

The government was frightened, but it felt un
able to use repressive measures. Japan had joined 
the war on the side of Hitler and had won many 
victories. There seemed a chance that Japan might 
even invade South Africa. Whose side would the op
pressed black workers fight on then? So the govern
ment softened its policy. Influx control was relaxed. 
The trade unions were given informal recognition, 
and were asked to settle strikes. 

This was a time of great opportunity for the 
unions. Workers were militant, the government 
was on the defensive and new unions were being 
formed. The most important of these was the Afri
can Mine Workers Union which was formed in 1941 
with the help of the ANC and the South African 
Communist Party. Finally, in November 1941, 
CNETU was formed to help coordinate the activi
ties of the different union groups. 

CNETU was the first national federation of black 
industrial unions to be established in South Africa. 
Although it was strongest in Johannesburg, it also 
had many affiliates in Port Elizabeth, Pretoria, 
Eas t London, Cape Town, Bloemfontein and 
Kimberly. For a time, there seemed a real possibil
ity that it would become the spearhead of the work-
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COUNCIL OF NON-EUROPEAN TRADE UNIONS 
ers' struggle in South Africa. 

But CNETU also faced many problems- By the 
end of 1942 it became clear that the advance of the 
Japanese armies had been stopped. The South Afri
can government also argued that strikes were 
causing inflation. They therefore passed a law, 
called War Measure 145, which said that anyone 
who went on strike would get a fine of 500 pounds 
(R9 000 today) or three years in prison. 

Strikes now became much less frequent. This was 
partly because trade union leaders were afraid of 
the fines, but there were other reasons as well. 
Many of the strikes in 1941 and 1942 had been 
spontaneous and had been started by workers with
out the involvement of the trade union leaders. A 
part of the trade union leadership had got into the 
habit of relying on the Wage Board and the Labour 
Department, and did not pay enough attention to 
building up a strong factory floor base. Also, when 
Russia joined the war on the side of Britain and 
America, many South African communist party ac
tivists argued that the most important job of work
ers was to help the war effort. They felt that 
production for the war should not be damaged by 
strikes. 

There were also other organisational problems. 
Firstly, most of the CNETU unions had difficulty in 
building up strong factory floor organisation be* 
cause of the rapid turn over of workers in their fac

tories. Workers in many industries only stayed a 
few months in one job before moving on to another. 
In transport, for example, labour turn over was 157 
percent (that is 157 new workers were employed for 
every 100 jobs within one year). In the steel indus
try turn over was 101 percent, while in the food in
dustry it was 90 percent. With so much movement 
of workers in and out of jobs it was difficult to build 
up strong factory floor leadership or organisation. 

Secondly, CNETU was a national federation, but 
its affiliated unions were usually not organised na
tionally. In 1945, for example, when CNETU had 
158 000 members, these were divided among 119 af
filiates. There were often two or three separate 
CNETU unions in the same industry. Almost none 
of them organised beyond one local area. 

By 1943 these problems had created serious 
strains within CNETU. From early on, there had 
been at least three political 'tendencies1 or positions 
within CNETU. Some of the union leadership sup
ported the South African Communist Party, others 
supported a Trotskyite' position (this was socialist 
but opposed the South African Communist Party 
and the policy of supporting the war), still others 
supported an ANC position. These differences blew 
up over the issue of strikes. Daniel Koza, who was 
linked to the Trotskyite group and who led the Afri
can Commercial and Distributive Workers Union, 
demanded more militant strike action and formed 

the Progressive Trade Union Group within 
CNETU. In the 1945 annual conference of CNETU 
they made their challenge to seize control of the 
organisation. This failed, and they were expelled, 

CNETU was seriously weakened by this conflict. 
It was finally broken by more repressive govern
ment action. After the war ended in 1945 the 
CNETU unions felt more free to use the strike 
weapon. By this time, however, it was already too 
late because the government also felt free to use 
more repressive action. This became clear in the 
1946 mine workers' strike. In August 1946 over 
70 000 African mine workers came out on strike for 
higher wages, led by the African Mine Workers 
Union- Thirty-two mines out of 45 on the Reef were 
affected. Police repression was extreme. Striking 
workers were driven out of the compounds by ba
tons and bayonets and forced to go to work. Twelve 
strikers were killed and 1 200 injured. CNETU 
called for a general strike in support, but it was 
already too weak to carry this out 

More blows to CNETU, came with the arrests of 
many of its leaders and the banning of many trade 
union and political leaders under the Suppression of 
Communism Act of 1950- By 1953 CNETU had split 
up. The workers1 movement was left leaderless. 
Only in 1956 was this gap filled when the South 
African Congress of Trade Unions was finally 
formed. 


